
Lesson 11

 

Let’s Talk About Sex

 

| TO lesson and the next two (Lessons 12 and 13) offer an innovative approach to

addressing sexual decision-making, STIs, and pregnancy prevention. Love Notes  | takes a holistic, positive youth-development approach.It is by intention that sex is

_ addresseddirectly at this point in the curriculum,after ten lessons on developing

healthy selves and healthy relationship skills.

Conventional prevention programstypically focus on reducing risky behaviors by |

providing medically-accurate sexual health knowledge of risks and how to protect one’s

self, by teaching refusal or negotiation skills and sometimes by offering health services.

All are very important, needed, and included in Lesson 12. But, rarely are youth

engaged in discussions about emotions, about sexual meaning, about intimacy, love, or |

how healthy relationships may have something to do with good sex. Or, about how an |

unplanned pregnancy may affect a child.

Providing the space and time to consider these things might empower youth to

define what they want rather than simply following the cues of the popular and peer |

culture around them. And it might motivate them more deeply to avoid risky sexual |

| behaviors—a motivation that might even last beyond the teenage years. You need

motivation—deep reasons that you've owned—to define a context and timing of sex

_ that is personally meaningful and protective of your aspirations. You need motivation

ı and communication skills to hold to your intentions, to pace your involvements more

slowly. You need motivation to put the sexual “tool kit” to use.

| Tt takes a lot of motivation notto just slide into sex, but instead to define your

boundaries and the timing and context for engaging in deeperlevels of sexual intimacy

that protects not just your body, but your heart. And,it takes a lot of motivation to

firmly decide to avoid an unplanned pregnancy(or a second unplanned pregnancy)

until your life is moresettled.
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New innovative approaches are needed today to strengthen that motivation. While

we've made progress on reducing teen pregnancy, there arestill significant ethnic-

racial and class disparities. Moreover, unplanned pregnancy has moved up the age

scale. Fully 55% of the births to women under 30 are non-marital births.' Why does

this matter? These young adult parents are far more likely to experience relationship

instability, children with multiple partners, family complexity, and poverty.? Their

children are morelikely to have poorer outcomes on a host of measures.*

Lesson 11 is a “heart-based” approach to sexual decision-making and comes before the

sexual health material and skill practice in Lesson 12. Let's Talk About Sex explores sexual

meaning, emotions, and intimacy.It helps youth consider what makes sex meaningful

and affirming. This exploration speaks to young people’s desire for connection,

affirmation, respect, and meaning. It helps youth ask somebasic questions about the

context for sex, and about whyit matters if partners are on the same page with a partner

aboutfeelings, meanings, and intentions.

The goalis for youth to cultivate their own North Star for sexuality—to have a vision, to

identify a context that is personally meaningful and protective of their own aspirations

in life. The goal is for youth to take charge and makeclear decisions based on what they

wantand value, rather than simply sliding when it comesto sex and blindly following

the current cultural scripts.

This lesson develops a deeper understanding of intimacy througha series of activities.

Youth-generated poetry, stories, and narratives, as well as contemporary music

and film are used to inspire and encouragereflection. The concept of “safe sex” is

expanded beyondsafety from STIs and pregnancyto include safety for the heart. The

sexual arousal processis discussed to help understand differences and similarities. An

engaging shortfilm from Scenarios USA, Toothpaste, depicting the relationships and

sexual choices of two young couples, is shown and discussed. The lesson concludes by

introducing the concept of pacing.It’s an exercise utilizing a scale of physical intimacy

to help participants define boundaries and what they wantor believe deepening levels

of physical intimacy should mean.

The idea that one can determine how to pace physical involvement in a relationship by

deciding the timing and speed of what happens, and whatit should mutually mean,
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may be more appealing to young people. Currently, it’s an all-or-nothing choice of

 

abstinence or being sexually active. Too often, those whoare sexually active are not

engaging in actions that are protective.’ Those aspiring to abstinence may be unable to |

| keep their plans. But the idea that one can choose howto pace and plan one's physical

involvementin a relationship opens new ground.It supports those who may be

ambivalent or not comfortable with the norm of sex-so-soon, but who secretly wonder

| if they are just not hip.It also supports those whointend to remain abstinentuntil

| marriage or engagement. It also offers a way for others to decide to go at a slower pace

in their relationships, or to do things differently in their next relationship.

_ Making a pre-commitmentto go slow, to decide and to plan, is important for everyone.

| It is also especially important for young parents whoare likely to go on to new |

relationships. These pacing and planning messages mayactually encourage more sexual

delay by speaking to a larger group in the middle. And a slower pace gives couples who |

choose to have sex the time to discuss, to see if they are on the same page(and love-

| worthy of each other), and to plan for their protective choices. This may help youth live |

by meaningful standardsthey set for themselves to increase the oddsof success, not |

only in relationships, but in education, employment, and parenting.

This approachis importantfor all youth, regardless of identity, gender, or sexual

orientation. All youth need protection for their bodies andfor their hearts. The 2017

CDC, Youth Risk Behavior Survey reports that LGB teens have higherrates of sexual

risk behaviors than heterosexual youth.’ And STIs are at an unprecedented high

according to the CDC.*

_ Lesson 12, Let’s Plan for Choices, continues with sexual health information on pregnancy,

STIs, contraception and condoms.Youth learn aboutrisky situations and practice |

assertiveness and negotiation skills. Youth develop plans for their sexual choices.

Lesson 13 reinforces pregnancy prevention with an approachthat helps youth see the

consequences of unplanned pregnancy through the eyes ofa child. The lessonis sensitively

developed with activities to motivate youth, including young parents, to make clear

decisions and plans.
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e To demonstrate a deeper understanding of intimacy and explore how it develops.

e To be able to use a six-part intimacy framework to analyze relationships.

e To use youth-generated poetry, narratives, film, and popular music to reflect on

intimacy, meanings, and to evaluate relationships and sexual choices.

e To demonstrate better understanding of the sexual arousal process.

* To explore the concept of pacing; to define one’s sexual values and establish clear

intentions.

Lesson at a Glance

11.1 Let’s Talk About Sex... and Sliding (10 minutes)

Activity: Music video and discussion, S.E.X. (Lyfe Jennings)

 

11.2 TheSix Parts of Intimacy (15 minutes)

| Activities: Annie and CJ—How Connected?; Read-Aloud: Brad Looking Back

| 11.3. Emotional Risks and Emotional Benefits (8 minutes)

Activities: Safe sex redefined; Think/Pair/Share; How Connected? 
114 Are We on the Same Page? (5 minutes)

| Activities: Body Basics; Read-aloud: Reflections

115 Am I Ready? (20 minutes)

Activities: DVD: Toothpaste; Compare, Describe, and Predict  
11.6 Drawing Intimacy Lines and Pacing Relationships (5 minutes)

Activity: Drawing My Line 
| Trusted Adult Connection
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  Resources:

11a. Chart a Relationship (pg. 271)

11b. Reflections, a poem (pg. 272)

llc. Trusted Adult Connection —Intimacy & Sexual Decisions (pg. 273)

  

Workbook Applications:

e Let's Talk About Sex (pg. 31)

e Intimacy—1t's More than a Physical Thing (pg. 32)

e How Connected? (pg. 33)

¢ Pacing Relationships (pgs. 34-35)

Materials:

e Music video: $.E.X., by Lyfe Jennings, sporadically found on YouTube.It can be

found on the iTunes Store by putting S.E.X. Lyfe Jennings into the search bar and

| scrolling downto the music video. Purchase for $1.99.

¢ Colored markers,flip chart paper

¢ DVD:Toothpaste (a Scenarios USAshortfilm). Available for free, at this point in

time, on YouTube.

Downloadable Resources Located at DibbleInstitute.org/LN4

e Lesson 11 PowerPoint Presentation

+ Duplicate masters for handouts

A. Preview the PowerPoint slideshow andall corresponding workbook applications

  
G

as you carefully read throughthelesson.

Yco to the iTunes Store, put Lyfe Jennings S.E.X.in the search bar and thenscroll

down to music videos and click “watch.” The song and visuals are important

for introducing the lesson. Note that the link on the PowerPointslide only plays
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the lyrics; the official music video is no longer on YouTube. Study the discussion

prompts for the song.

Y Duplicate Chart a Relationship worksheet (Resource 11a, pg. 271), one perteen.

Y practico reading aloud the youth narratives, quotes, and poem beforehand.

Optional: Duplicate the poem, Reflections (Resource 11b, pg. 272).
|

ARead through Section 11.4 on bodybasics and decide if you will draw the

demonstration on the arousal process.

APreview the film Toothpaste (on YouTube by putting Scenarios, Toothpaste in the

search bar) and study the corresponding discussion questions for Section 11.5.

273). Cut in half.
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| « Music video:S.E.X. (Lyfe Jennings)

SECTION11.1 ee}

Let's Talk About Sex... 0000000

and Sliding
 

This section starts with the observation that sex is one area where

many young people slide versus making a real decision. The

music video S.E.X., by Lyfe Jennings, is a hook to engage interest

ı and discussion about two people's interpretation and motivation
Lesson 11
Let's Talk About Sexaround sex. This discussion begins the lesson's exploration of

 

intimacy and sexual meaning to assist youth in defining a context

for sex that is personally meaningful and protective of their aspirations. (PP) |

| Open with these statements: |

e
%* The communication skills you’ve just practiced will be particularly importantfor this next

section weare heading into on sexual decision-making and planningfor your choices.

%* But youfirst needto reflect upon your sexual values; that is, what you want.

_  %* Knowing your values, what you want things to mean, your intentions, puts you in charge

and will strengthen yourability to assert and communicate with a partner.

% Let's first begin by talking about sex andrelating it back to sliding vs. deciding. Sex is

something many people slide into these days.

"You can justlet things happen—slide—or you can decide what you want and what you

want things to mean, and that means everythingfrom the smallest kiss, to holding hands

and embracing, caressing, on to deeperlevels ofsexual involvement.

%* (PP) So, here are some questions I want youto be thinking about:
Questions to ponder:(Note: No need for discussion, just put out these questions.)

Do you think the context in which sex takes place

matters? (For example, with whom, when, ar the

kind of relationshipit is.)¢ Do you think the context in which sex takes place matters?
What makes sex good?

Doesit matter if two people are on the same page

o What makes Sex good; beautiful and affirming? about sexual values, meanings and intentions?
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| e Doesit matter if two people are on the same page about sexual values, meanings, and

intentions ?

| Announcethey are going to watch a music video, by Lyfe Jennings, to explore these

| questionsfurther. Before playing, say:

| + You’ll see the girl in the videois clearly attracted to the guy.

% Watch for how you think she is interpreting his desire to be physical with her. What is she

thinking it means?

+ Then watch the guy. What do you imaginehe’s thinking? | + Listen for any lines or messages you find meaningful. Jot them down.

 

(PP) Play the music video. Then continue with these discussion Music video

| questions: Lyfe Jennings

| . “think before you let it go...”

%* What do you think? Were the guy and thegirl in the music video

on the same page in termsof their motivation; what they wanted

physical intimacy to mean? Listen to responses.

 

Then ask the group to identify any risks they can think of when twopeople are not on

the same page about the meaning of getting physical. Ask them to think emotionalrisks,

| not just health risks. Listen to their responses.

Then, continue with the point below:

+ While this video involved a heterosexual couple, it's just as easyfor LGBTQ couples not to

be on the same page and misinterpret each other's motivations and expectations.

Ask teens what lines they jotted down. Someof the lines they likely will come up with:

... guys on the block... they just wantrelations. They don't want relationships...  
|... He saysifyou really loved him, you would give it up...
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... That’s just a line guys use to get ya stuff... See, he’ll tell you all kind of things to get in your

pants, yeah...

.. Thinkbefore youlet it go...

|
Listen to their comments and continue the discussion:

i + Let's talk aboutthat line, “Think before you let it go.” How many people even talk to see |

If they're on the same page about what getting sexual means before “they let it go?” What

do yousee in the movies? And how many talk aboutthe risks ofpregnancy or STDs? |

+ What ifshe had sex with him thinking it meanthe hadfeelings for her and then shefinds |

out she was nothing but a good lay to him.

+ Remember the woman in the song saying to the girl, “Maybe she can hear it comingfrom

me?” Where do most teens —guys andgirls, straight or LGBTQgettheir advice about

sex? What shapesteens’ attitudes and behaviors the most? Listen to responses.

%* Does it make a difference ifyou have a trusted adult to talk to about sex, and not just the |+

health risks, but emotional ones as well? About emotions, relationships, and love?

Let’s talk about a person deciding to change course:

At one point, the female singer says, “Once you’ve given it away, you'll never get it back.”

+ People sometimes do things they wish they hadn't and wantto do things differently in thefuture.

e Anyone, male orfemale, who's had sex can decide to stop. They can decide to leave sex out of

their next relationships. They can also decide to take things more slowly next time, to see if

the personis loveworthy; if they are even on the same page with you about what things mean.
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« Resource 11a: Chart a Relationshi
SECTION 11.2 2(pg. 271)

The Six Parts of 15 minutes
Intimacy EA ARA ae

A six-part framework for understanding intimacy is introduced. The point of this is to

| encourage participants to define a context for sex that is personally meaningful. The goalis

to encourage them to clarify and assert what's important to them and, ultimately, for them

to havea fulfilling and affirming sexual life when they are ready and confident in what

they want. The intimacy framework will be used in an activity to analyze a relationship.  
| Begin with these points:

+ As we all know,sex can happen awfully fast in relationships today. Sex can begin before two

people really even know each other. |
 

%* As we saw with the relationship pyramid activity in an earlier session,

sex provides a pretty shakyfoundationfor a relationship. (PP)

%* Sex ought to be linked to something better than the words we

see in this diagram. It certainly should be safe—and that means

emotionally safe, physically safe, and mutually satisfying.

 

% Let me read a surveyfinding: e In national surveys, the majority ofsexually experienced teens say they wish they had

waited.’ Maybe sex didn’t turn out as they had imagined or meantless than what they

had hoped. Maybe they thoughtthat it meantthe relationship would last. For some, it

| just may have created drama and madethe relationship more complicated.

e Smaller surveys ofwomen in their twenties reveal that many are frustrated with the

casual sex scene.’ Many young womenfake orgasms. What are we to makeof that?

Doesn't soundlike beautiful, affirming sex.
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Introduce the word “intimacy:”

%* Let’s examine the word “intimacy” more deeply. It might shed somelight.

%* When we hear that word, intimacy, we often think physical, as in, “They are intimate;

they’re having sex.”

%* But in fact, intimacy is about so much more. It’s about being truly close and connectedin

several ways. And intimacy may have a lot to do with good relationships and ultimately

good sex.   
Distribute the worksheet Chart a Relationship (Resource 11la, pg. 271). '"timacy—More Than A Physical Thing

etecmtternesites yPERSocre
feAnharpes,opAandnr
otetoneros

ericaet Y

(PP) Pointout that this chart contains six kinds of connections that a
SRTtvaoracegearruancre rtÀ
criskanalpeakThrecretpr

build intimacy. Instruct participants to draw a symbol and the key CTrn  aeten
‘apronsnoRoatticsaye
ebennoezoJr.
PRESScaseaorangeLaeg |
mwordsfor each one on their worksheet as you describe them with een

the text below.

+

%* Physical: This connection pertains to the physical part of intimacy. There exists a whole

continuum ofphysical intimacyfrom lesser to greater. It doesn't have to be all or nothing.

This continuum can gofrom holding hands, hugging, a gentle kiss to Frenchkissing,

increasing physical affection, caressing, greater sexual touch, to intercourse. (Key Words:

Physical Affection and Touch)

%* Verbal: When partners canreally talk openly, honestly, and easily, they feel more connected

to each other. When partners are interested in learning abouteach other, regularly sharing

what's on their mind and their daily experiences, they build a bond of connection. (Key

Word: Talk)

Read aloud the following example of verbal connection in action:

“When Sherita and I are together,” says 17-year-old Jamal, “we talk a lot. I mean really talk.

And wehave a lot offun. I never thought I could feel this close to a girl. A lot ofmyfriends

are pushingtheir girlfriends to have sex all the time, but nothing seemsto last. The way I

look at it, I don't want to do anything to risk what I have with her.’?
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%* Emotional: This connection relates to feelings. It’s about how warm, strong and genuine

yourfeelings arefor each other. The feelings are mutual —you both have healthy and strong

feelings for each other and know you can sharefreely. Think about the behaviors and actions

ofa person that show it. Ifyou feel you must pretend to be someone you are not to keep your

partner, or ifyou suspect his or her interest in you is based mostly on material stuff or sex, it |

is not a healthy emotional connection. If insecurity or neediness is driving the relationship, it’s not a healthy emotional connection. Sometimes unmet emotional needs can lead a person

into poor relationship choices —justto be with somebody. (Keyword:Feelings)

%* Social: This dimension relates to togetherness— the time spent together doing things

a couple enjoys. Shared activities and interests bond a couple together. (Keywords:

Activities and Interests)

%* Spiritual: When couples talk about the things thatare really important —like their core

values, who or what has influenced their lives, or their philosophical, moral, political, or

religiousbeliefs —thatis spiritual. Being in sync andtalking and sharing on this level can

truly make two people feel like they are soul mates. (Keywords: Values andBeliefs)

% Commitment: This is about trust and commitment. You can trust that your partner is in |

your corner and can count on yourpartnerto be faithful. It’s about supporting each other

and being concerned abouteach other's well-being. It’s doing nice things for each other. It’s |

being like a team. (Keywords:Trust, Support, Healthy giving to each other, Faithful) |
 

| Putting it all together: True intimacy takes time

(PP) Point out that true intimacy develops over time as these

i connections deepen—as two people cometo feel close, connected,

| known, and accepted by each other. Hereis a beautiful quote:

 

+ "True intimacy is the linking of hearts and souls. It involves tender

feelings and physical affection, but also much more. It doesn’t come fast. It comes from

| countless conversations and experiences together, sharing fears, vulnerabilities, hopes, and

dreams. It involves respectfor each other even though you recognize neither is perfect. It

| involves honesty, trust, and admiration that last over a long period. It involvestalking |

seriously about your values and ideals and sharing your goals. It means both partners give

of themselves generously. It means supporting each other. It means both partners wantto

say ‘I love you,’ and when they do, they mean it. All of these things take time to develop.”
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| Point out that sex can fool people into believing they are close. For some, sex may be a |

substitute for true intimacy.

Activity: Annie & CJ]—How Connected?

 

Continue to use the Ciart a Relationship worksheet (Resource 11a, pg. 271). Announce

that you are going to read a short description of a relationship between Annie and CJ.

Asparticipants are listening to the story, instruct them to think about how connected |

the coupleis (i.e. together—on the same page) on eachof the six kinds of connections.

Point out that Annie and CJ are a boy/girl relationship, but their situation can apply to  a couple of any identity or orientation.

 

(PP) Ask teens to place an “X” somewhere between 0%

 

| (signifying “no connection”) to 100% (signifying “very strongly q e se

connected” and on the same page). Pause after you read each e

category for the group to mark the degree of connectedness on Ir

their sheets. Alternately, place 3 sheets across the wall with 0%, sa

50%, 100% and ask participants to moveto the place along the nn
 

wall to mark how connectedafter you read each one.

e Physical: Annie and CJ got sexually involved almostfrom thestart. A lot of their time

togetheris focused on sex.

Place an “X” somewhere between 0% and 100% to represent their physical

connection. Or moveto the place along the wall.

+ * Verbal: Annie and CJ hardly talk at length about anything important. She usually tries to+

bring up serious topics but it goes nowhere. To her, he doesn’t seem interested in finding out

much about her friends, what shelikes to do, or herfuture plans. She has dreams ofgoing to |

college. School was never CJ’s strong suit and he doesn’t like talking about the future. When

she asks him where he stands on the relationship, he usually just clams up and won’t talk

aboutit. They arguea lot overlittle things.

Place an “X” somewhere between 0% and 100% to representtheir verbal

connection. Or moveto the place along the wall.
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*%* Emotional: Annie's notclose to herfamily. She wants this relationship with CJ to last |

forever and she feels close when they're together sexually. CJ likes her and thinks this is

okayfor now, but definitely doesn’t think much about thefuture or feel that she is the “one.” |

Because she’s afraid to lose him, she tries to keep tabs on where he is and whom he’s hanging

out with. She gets very angry andjealous ifhe does things without her. CJ ends up giving |

in to Annie’s preferences a lot and keeps quiet so he doesn’t have to deal with her mood

swings. In addition, he’s easy-going and would rather not rock the boat. |

Place an “X” somewhere between 0% and 100% to represent their emotional |

connection. Or moveto the place along the wall.

|
%* (PP) Social: His idea of spending time together is having her hang out with his friends or |

being alone with her getting it on sexually. She wants to do more things with him, but he’s |

not that into her interests or what she thinks is fun. Even so, they do both like watching

movies. A lot of their time is spentinside the house. |

Place an “X” somewhere between 0% and 100% to represent their Social

connection. Or moveto the place along the wall.

 * Spiritual: Annie doesn’t go to church anymore. CJ goes to church occasionally with his

mom, especially on holidays. She likes to talk about serious things like whether God exists

| or what happens when you die. He makes fun ofher serious side and her interest in talking

rather not have debates aboutit.

about deep beliefs (and disagrees with most of it). He knows what he believes in and would

Place an “X” somewhere between 0% and 100% to represent their spiritual
i

connection. Or moveto the place along the wall.

| %* Commitment: He hasn't thought beyond next month. She's hoping to talk him into staying

in school and going to college with her so that they can stay together. In fact, she’s writing

his papers at schoolto improve his grades. She sometimes suspects he’s cheating on her, but  he says he’s not and that she’s his main girl. How mutualis their commitment?

Make two “X's” (one for Annie and one for CJ) somewhere between 0% and

100% to represent their commitment.
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Discussion: If they moved along the wall, you already know what percentage

participants gave them. If using the sheet, ask them to shout out their percentages for |

each connection. Announce you have a few questionsto ask.

 

(PP) Pause for a shout-out response(yes or no). How Connected are Annie & CJ?
1. Would you say they have a best 3, JF Annie gets pregnant:

friends relationship? How tikely is it that thay
— Du they share basic votues ond core beliefs?

1. Would you say they have a “bestfriends”relationship?

¢ Do they share basic values? renters!
Js it wusting andsecure?

— Are their feelings for each athermutual?° Dothey enjoy doing many things together? = henpao teran
many levels?

* Dothey enjoy talking to each other—sharing thoughts and ideas?

2. How emotionally healthy is their relationship?

¢ Is it trusting and secure?

 

° Are their feelings for each other mutual?

| ° Is it mostly physical, or is the attraction on many levels?

3. Do they each havea clear sense of identity (i.e., know who they are)? |

¢ Do you think they both have a lot more growing up to do?

° Are they a good match for a long-term relationship?

4. WhatifAnnie gets pregnant?

e How likely ts it that they have even talked about what they would do ifAnnie got

| pregnant?

e Howlikely is it that CJ would stick around?Is he ready to be a father —emotionally

andfinancially?

| * Is Annie ready to be a mother —emotionally andfinancially?

e How likely is it their relationship would progress into a happy and stable marriagefor

| them and their child?

To conclude this section: |

+ appears Annie and C] were not very connected in some key areas.

te Thinking about the kinds of connections that make up true intimacy and what you’d

want each deepening level ofphysical intimacy to mean might help you make important

relationship and sexualdecisions, like ifor how fast you wantto get involved.
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+ Sliding into sex-too-soon increases the possibility that you mightfind out that you're not

on the same page and not really connected at all. You might even cometo regret ever having

gotten involved.

+ Remember that national surveys show that the majority ofsexually experienced teens wish

they had waited longer to start having sex.

 

(PP) I’d like to read a quotefrom a 21 year old guy named Brad:

Brad, looking

back...Brad Looking Back: “I’m in relationship right now that is probably the

best one I’ve had sofar. I’ve had a lot ofmessed-up relationships in the past.

Before asking Chelsea out, I had taken offa couple ofyearsfrom girls—from

dating—to re-examine my priorities. I think that this extended period of

reflection helped me recognize the reasons I became attracted to certain

types ofgirls. It helped mefigure out what goodtraits I wanted in women.Before re-examining my

priorities, I would exclusively pick girls who appeared promiscuous and troubled, just like me. Entering

the relationship, I believed that I was therefor sex with a “throw-away”girl, and would have no

trouble droppingherif the relationship got to be trouble or too taxing. What would always happen is

that I wouldfeel like I hadfallen in love with them, and they would manipulate me into a wretched

lumpseeing they were better at the mind games. They were generally pretty troubled and had rough

childhood experiences, including divorce and sexual abuse. The promiscuity, I’m guessing, was a way

to get attention.I picked up on this, not wanting to wait more than one datefor the sex, and wentfor

whichever girl seemedto be thefastest way to the bedroom. The sex—a contributingfactor was our

young, high school age—wasalmost always disappointing and extremely sketchy. Since I had no good

experience to compareit to, I guess I wasjust therefor the points. Happy, normalgirls neverreally

caught my eye. I assumed that they were boring, would not wear exciting underwear, and would want

me to waitfor sex. The memory ofmy old behavior makes me cringe nowadays....”

After reading Brad Looking Back, conclude with: This guy has given himself time to reflect

on his past. He's taken a breakfrom relationships to focus on his own development andfigure out

what he really wants and what is important to him. He also admits that the sex in that earlier

context was almost always disappointing and extremely sketchy. He's trying to learn more about

what a healthy relationship really is and what intimacy truly means.
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| _ * Workbook: Let's Talk AboutSex (pg. 31)
SECTION11.3 * Workbook: Intimacy—It’s More than a

Physical Thing (pg. 32)

Emotional Risks and | « Workbook: How Connected?(pg.33)

Emotional Benefits | 8 minutes

 

4« Weoften talk about the health risks ofsexually transmitted diseases or pregnancy.

« But, there are other emotional andsocial risks that can affect anyone ofany gender, identity,

or orientation that you hearless about.

%* Let's examinefour of them.

  
Some EmotionalRisks of Sex-Too-Soon   1. (PP) The hurtfrom unmatched expectations. Sex always

carries expectations. One person may expect or assumethat the sex
Emotional Risks of Sex-Too-Soon

means something,like tender and mutualfeelings for each other, a
1. Hurt from unmatched expectations

relationship, or love. For some, it merely may mean wedid it and 2. Can change a relationship;keep it from growing
. . . 3. Can take over a relationship

| we'll do it again. It can hurt to find out you were not on the same 4. Can keep a bad relationship going

page whatsoever. How many people have a deep discussion about

their sexual values? How many even talk enough tofind out more 

about each other? Maybe someoneis struggling with figuring out

 

who they are—their identity, their orientation.

2. Sex can change a relationship or keep itfrom growing. Because of unmatched

expectations over the meaningof sex, there is less honesty and less talking abouttrue

feelings, which leads, in turn, to more wondering about the real feelings and intentions of

the other person. Onepressures for more sex, the other pressures for a relationship. The

result? Instead of honesty, openness and meaningful conversations that build a bond of

friendship,trust, and intimacy, there is more questioning, dishonesty, avoidance, second-

guessing, or pressuring.
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3. Sex can take over a relationship. Sex can become the majorfocus. It’s mainly planning

opportunities for sex instead of doingfun things together and enjoying each other’s company.

4. Sex can keep a bad relationship going that should end, or never should have

| started, Sexual involvement can get a person emotionally connected and make it harder

to see whatis really there. It can keep people in a relationship that should end.It can get

complicated even for those who thinkit’s just “friends with benefits,” no strings attached. There can be unintended consequencesfrom casualsex to consider:

| + As much as some people say, “I don’t get my feelings involved,” or, “ | am using him as

| much as he’s using me,” it may not be true. They can start to feel frustrated or resentful |

| when their sex partner isn’t showing more interest. |

%* Even if it starts out with nostrings, it often gets complicated. More times than not, one+

person begins to develop feelings (or has hidden the way theyfeel all along). |

** A person could be confused about their orientation andtrying to see ifhaving sex will |+

answer that. (Instructor note: LGB teen pregnancy rates are as high or higher than

| heterosexual teens.)

ı en just may not be that easy to have casual sex without any consequences or complications.

| Read these revealing quotes from three young people: (Found on pg. 31 of workbook.)

+ Seth, 22: “When I was younger, I used to engage in casual sex all the time andfound no

| real gratification in it. It was just a physical thing. Now, with myfiancé, things are totally

different. It’s not just about me. I really care about her.”

+ Cassie, 18-year-old mother: “So many ofmyfriends were pressured to have sex when

| they didn’t really want to. WhatI’ve noticed is that people who have sex at 13, 14, and 15 |

go on to have lots of casual sex. They don’t have any conceptofsex as something special. It

makes them feel worthless after a while. There's no real pleasure. They aren't enjoyingit. I

know, I’ve been there.”
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** Melanie, 19: “On the topic of sex, I'm starting to understand it more as I get older. I have

really changed my views and am quite different about how I chooseto be with someone.I

wasn't really happy when I was involved with someone and we were intimate, butI still did

it. I can’t even get close to doing that any more knowing how unhappyit truly made me. I

wanta realrelationship.”

Food for thought:

%* In today’s sexual culture, sex is portrayed as no big deal.  
%* But maybe sex is a bigger deal. Couples who use sex as an expression of love and

commitment may get more outof sex, whatever their identity, gender, or sexual orientation.

*e* It’s for you to decide the value and meaning you place on sex. It’s for you to decide your boundaries and pace.

 

| % (PP) According to one large national survey, adult men and women who said they used sex

to express love reported a greater level ofsexual satisfaction than others.’
|

%* Also, some years ago, a leading demographerfrom the University of Chicago, who poured |

over data on couples, including information on their sex lives, found that married couples |

| reported higher levels of emotional and physicalsatisfaction from sex than either singles

with a partner or partnersliving together."

+

+

+* Note, this finding doesn’t mean thatall married couples have great sex lives; clearly some |

don't (some aren't having any sex). However, this finding ofgreater sexualsatisfaction, |

on average, among married couples is interesting and leads the demographer to make the

following hypotheses as to why: (Advance slide.)

1. The poweroflove: A shifting of the focusfrom self-gratification to a focus on the

other person may positively affect the experience. Couples who use sex as a symbol and

expression of love and commitment may get more out of sex.
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2. Exclusivity: By committing to one person, partners close off their options and invest

more in their sexual relationship —putting more energy into figuring out how to please

and pleasure each other; this builds more trust andsafety.

3. Greater proximity, practice, and timeto learn to please and pleasure each other.

| And the motivation and commitment to do so.
|
|

  Activity: Think/Pair/Share
 

% (PP) Havethe group turn to workbook pg. 32 and review the Ebony — Think, Pair, Share

six dimensions of intimacy before doing a quick Think/Pair/

Share activity.

% Read aloud Ebony’s quote on pg. 32 of the workbook.

 

% Ask the group to pair up and discuss what each person thinks

about Ebony’s decision and the points she makes. Did she do the right thing?

** Then, ask for their responses. | ** Note: An important point here is that while Ebony describes a healthy relationship

with AJ, shestill decided to hold off on sex while they were teens. She is happy

with her decision and has no regrets. She seems torealize the freedomsshe gains

    

|
|
|
|

|
|

| by sticking to her boundaries. |

Activity: How Connected?
 

 

    

    

(PP) To apply what they’ve learned on intimacy in relationships, ask
How

Connected?participants to turn to How Connected?, pg. 33 in their workbook.

+ Use this chartto either assess your current or a pastrelationship, or

the relationship ofsomeone you know well.
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+

+* This assessment might answer a nagging doubt about whether your relationship is worth it.

4
e
y

This assessment, whether donefor you orfor someone you know well, might help you be more

aware ofwhat you want in a relationship and how you want to pace your physical intimacy.

% Place an “X” somewhere between 0% and 100% to indicate how connected on that level of+

intimacy. Jot down any insights this assessment gave you on the relationship.
 

 

| « ResourceTib: Reflections, a poem

| (pg. 272)

SECTION 11.4 5 minutes

D slAre We on the Same Page?
 

Are We On The Same Page?

(PP) To discover if you are on the same page with someone on

feelings, meanings, and intentions takes time. This section offers

a short presentation to understand some basics on hormones and

sexual arousal patterns.

 

+ Let's talk a little about your body and why it does what it does and how that might affect

yourrelationships and expectations when it comes to physical intimacy. |

+

| % It might help you understand why some partners may not be on the same page about

meanings and expectations. |

“The discussion ofhormones is based on research literature, which is mostlyfocused on those

who conform biologically or socially to the stereotypical expressions of male andfemale.

* Some youth may notfit this data as neatly.

“As a reminder, for whatever reasons, LGBTQ youth are at a greater risk than the population

of teens as a whole to engage in heterosexual behavior resulting in a pregnancy andare also

at high riskfor STIs.
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+ Soitis importantfor all youth, regardless ofgender, identity, or orientationto listen, even

though every description may not exactly describe everyone’s experience. Take whatever is

usefulfor you.

Hormones:

+%* Whatis truefor everyoneis that testosteroneaffects sex drive. Males, on average, have higherlevels of testosterone, which is the hormoneof sexual drive and aggression (for both

males and females). It is especially higherfor young males. Females have testosterone, but in

smaller amounts, on average.

+ Another hormonerelated to physical intimacy and sex ts oxytocin. Oxytocin affects

feelings of trust and connection —making us bond with and feel close to another. It’s

released through affectionate, supportive touch; labor; breastfeeding; and sex. It's often

| nicknamed the bonding hormone or cuddle hormone. It's what allows babies to attach to |

their parents or primary caregivers through all that cuddling and touch. |

%* Both males andfemales have increased oxytocin with intimate touch and get a surge of

oxytocin when having sex. However, females generally have higherlevels of it than males.

% This may be one reason females have a harder time separating their emotions from physical

intimacy and sex than males. Females may be more likely to quicklyfeel connected and

trust, with intimate touch and sex. Oxytocin lowers your defenses and makes you trust

more. The body can't distinguish whether the person is a casual fling or serious partner

| material. Oxytocin is released either way.

Sexual Arousal:

%* There is a pattern to the changes in the body when youare sexually aroused, turned on,

“horny”, etc.  | %* There are changesin heart rate, breathing, and blood pressure; genitalia engorges with blood

(males, the penis, andfemales, the vulva) and lubrication occurs. |

* This process is very similarfor males andfemales, but there are some key differences.
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° Males get turned on fairly easily and the timefrom the start of arousal to the end

(orgasm and ejaculation) for young malesis, on average, 30 seconds to 4 minutes.

e Forfemales, because the arousal processis not just physical, but also emotional, it

takes, on average, from 5 to 20 minutes. |

| e For women, arousal and orgasm is not just simple and straightforward physical

| stimulation, as it is more typicallyfor young males. |

e Yes, clitoral stimulation 1s importantfor a female's orgasm, but it also involves more of

her body and mind.

e Female sexual arousal can easily collapse.

e Affection or an emotional connection and intimacy are typically important tofemale

sexualsatisfaction. According to a national survey ofadult women, veryfew said that

casual sex was appealing." |

Instructor Note: (PP) If you are comfortable, the diagram of sexual arousalin the

PowerPoint slides might help youth understand somekey differences. You can use the

diagram as a model for drawing on a boardorflip chart. First, slowly draw the gradual |

line of female arousal building, pointing out by the top waveoflines that females are |

capable of multiple orgasms (PP). Underscore that average time may be 5 to 20 minutes.

Remind them,this is on average.

Then draw theline (fast) of young male sexual arousal to orgasm (PP). 30 secondsto

4 minutes. It vividly makesthe point.If it’s a heterosexual couple, she may not even

be lubricated (and certainly no orgasm)beforeit’s all over for him. And, for same sex

partners, there are insights from understanding male and female biology.

_ This biology information might help your participants understand why sex among

teens isn’t mutually satisfying very often. Many females fake orgasms. Andthisis

especially so if a personis in a sex relationship with someone whois in just for his or

her own sexual pleasure, whether youare a teen or in your twenties.

Ss,
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Offer some insights about “friends with benefits,” i.e. casual sex:

** Females who hook up often have hopes of it evolving into a relationship.

*%*  Males and females often differ in their expectations about no-strings-attached sex.

Makethese points:

% This biological discussion may help you think more deeply about why some partners are not | on the same page and what intimacy and mature relationships might have to do with good sex.

* It's importantfor you to define the meaning you attach to sex—to deepening levels of

physical intimacy.  
* It’s your heart and your body. Put yourself in charge ofmaking the best decisions to protect

your aspirations and goals.

Safe Sex Redefined: (PP)

| % We think of “safe sex” in such narrow terms ofprotecting bodies from STIs and pregnancy. is emotionally safe and physically safe. The safest sex—emotionally, socially, and health-

wise— takes place in the context of a mature and healthy relationship or marriage.

+

|
|

|
!

But safe sex can be expanded to include relationally safe, 1.e. within a relationship that |

%* The context in which sex occurs—like when and with whom—can makeall the difference

spiritual, and trusting intimacies with someone until after high school.
|

Read Aloud: Reflections

i
|

|

| |
| in the world. And many people do not develop those deep levels of verbal, social, emotional,

   

(PP) This poem,titled Reflections, can be read aloudor passed out Poetry Opportunity - Reflections

for silent reading, followed by a short free-write to encourage
kr

towards self-
awareness

discussion. Locate the poem, Reflections (Resource 11b, pg. 272), at

 

the end of this lesson. Introduce the poem with these words:
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|

*%* Have you heard the statement, “Looking forlove in all the wrong places?” |

%* This poem gives voice to a young woman whorealizes the truth of this herself. She's forging

a new path.

“e The poem speaks to what she didn't have —emotional safety—and to what many people

ultimately want—to be loved and cherished in a genuine andhealthy way.

%* Safe sex has been defined as “safe ifprotecting against STDs and pregnancy.” Safe sex

should mean more. How many people havesex before they know if the relationship is

emotionally safe or physically safe?

Read aloud orpass out the poemforsilent reading and discussion and/or a free-write reaction. |

 

| « Scenarios USA film: Toothpaste

SECTION 11.5 20 minutes

Am | Ready? o
 

| (PP) Asshortfilm from Scenarios USAis used to engage youthin

critical thinking with realistic scenarios.

¢ Synopsis of Toothpaste: Set in Texas, it involves two young

Latino couples. Both couples are faced with sexual choices.

 

| Asthe film progresses, the quality of the relationships, as

well as the level of communication and negotiation about sex, becomea study

in contrasts. Topics include healthy versus unhealthy relationships, condoms,

pregnancy, communication, and negotiation.
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DVD: Toothpaste and Compare, Describe, and Predict

Announce that you have short film that was written by teens. It follows two couples

and the decisions they make aboutsex. Cristina and Bobby have been going together for

three and a half weeks and Jenifer and Carlos have been together a long time.

Before starting thefilm, write “Cristina & Bobby” and “Jenifer & Carlos” on the board.

Ask them to payattention to the relationships and personalities because at one point the

film will be stopped and they will be asked to predict what will happen.

Play up to 11 minutes. Pause. Both couples are in bedroomsand both girls are about to

say to their boyfriends that they are nervous and mightnot be ready for sex. Cutat that

point and ask the following:

“* Given what you've observed so far, let's compare the two relationships.

% At the start of the film, what has Jenifer said about her relationship? And, Cristina her's?

Write the descriptive words they come up with on the board to describe each

relationship. 
| Then,ask them to focus on each guy. Write “Carlos” and “Bobby” on the board:

* What words would you use to describe the personality and character of Carlos and Bobby?

*%* Consider the scene in the locker room, as well as their interactions with each girl. Do you

perceive different attitudes towards sex between Carlos and Bobby?

Nowask the group to predict what will happen with each couple:  + Make a prediction. Will they have sex or not?

“Whatis Bobby likely to say or do? Whatis Cristina likely to say or do? |

\ e What is Carlos likely to say or do? Whatis Jenifer likely to say or do?
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After hearing responses, continuethefilm. Whenit’s over, ask the group ifthe ending |

surprised them. Or, was it predictable, given the words they came up with to describe |

the characters of Bobby and Carlos and their respective relationships? Also ask them to

recall how Bobbytreated Cristina after that night.

 

Discussion questions to deepenreflection: (PP)

   
d not gatten pregnant, would

is the relationship and
1. Cristina could have insisted on using a condom and she had one in : wem;

   

her purse downstairs. Why didn’t she go getit? en

overthe next few years?

Note: This is a great opportunity to talk about emotional 5 whenPope wa abyvingiie?
aoa

 

pressure and maturity. Bobby waspressuring her, playing on

her insecurities, and she was not confident enoughto assert herself. Also, Cristina

knew little about what makesa really healthy relationship—andhowit takes time

to develop. Did she communicate to Bobby what physical intimacy meant to her?

Did she even knowif she and Bobby were on the same page about what deepening

levels of physical intimacy meansto each of them? She didn’t havea realistic

concept of love or knowledgeofthe parts of genuine intimacy.

2. Let's say she had gotten the condom and not gotten pregnant. Would all have been good

with her heart? Wasthis the relationship and treatment she envisioned with Bobby?

3. What skills and concepts from Love Notes would increase Cristina’s relationship smarts?

Ask the groupto list them (e.g. knowledge of the love chemicals and the 3-6-9 rule,

infatuation vs. love, seven principles of smart relationships, three questions to ask

for how healthy the relationship is, the 6-part intimacy framework, knowledge of

how manysexually experienced teensreport they wish they had waited, 3 sides of

real love, the communication skills—especially the Speaker Listener Technique). |

4. Cristina is pregnant. Given the pregnancy, how do you think Cristina’s life will play out |

over the nextfew years? How do you think Bobby’s life will play out over the nextfew

years? What challenges will they each face? How will this impact theirfutures?

5. Which of the 7 principles ofsmart relationships was Bobby violating, big time? (Principle

#6: Don’t play games, pressure, or use someone.)
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SECTION 11 ,6 « Resource 11c: Trusted Adult Connection—

Intimacy & Sexual Decisions (pg. 273)

¢ Workbook: Pacing Relationships

Drawing Intimacy pe)
Lines and Pacing 5 minutes
Relationships

Announceto participants they are going to do some personal reflection and personal

boundary setting (privately) at this time.

Start by highlighting the importance of knowing one’s line before becoming physically

affectionate with someone. Point out that whatever a person has donebefore, they can

always decide to do things differently today or in the future.

“ers important to know your line before you start becoming physically affectionate with

someone. It’s important you definefor yourself the meaning you place on deepening levels of

physical intimacy.

* Knowing how to communicate with a partner about boundaries and knowing how to make

plans to follow through on your sexual choicesis really, really important.

* And no oneis obligated to continue what they were doing in the past. Anyone can decide

what they wantfor their future.   
Instruct them to turn to Pacing Relationships in the workbook, Pacing Relationships p.34

pgs. 34-35. Read aloud the following set of instructions that -_ foc

correspondswith the workbookexercises: (PP) tal Pres
À PPS Lerociarnecio
 

 

 
   

1. Read over the scale of deepening levels ofphysical intimacy and then

think about where you wantto set yourline, or where you would like

 

to reset yourline in your next relationship.
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A
4

| 2. (PP) Then, turn the page and answer the next two questions. More Questions — pg. 35
. . . » Values & Pacing: What does each deepening level of

| How does your line fit with your values —the meaning you would phyintimacy mean fo ou? What ee or men
to you? Whatis okay to do when, and with whom?

Under what conditions, when, would you consider

wantfor any level ofphysical intimacy? Consider under what movin you ine?
Risks & Benefits: Whatare the benefits af holding to
your line and desired pacing? Are there risks to whereconditions, when, and with whom you would move yourline. Jouset your ine, Ie pregnarey/5TDs?Deserbe the
risks or benefits of where youset your line.

Gb in a relationship? Haveyou talked to your partner aboutthis?
Yes_ Ha

3. The third question asks you to identify the benefits ofholding to your I

| line. Are there risks to where you set your line? Describe the risks or benefits ofwhere you set

 

 

your line. Be as specific as possible about emotional, health, and social benefits or risks.

+ As you consider setting yourline, or resetting itfor the future, remember what we learned

about love chemicals and how they surge strongly in the early monthsofa relationship and

make it easy to slide into risky situations. It’s also important to rememberthat...

° 8 outof 10 first-time sexualrelationships last six monthsor less."

+ Hardly anyoneregrets waiting on sex, but many wish they'd waited longer.’  
%* Love Notesis not abouttelling you when you should or shouldn't have sex. But we do

want you to leave here with an understanding of the importance of being deliberate about

your personal values, what you want, where you set yourline, and how you wantto pace

it—now or next time.

+%* And, we want you to be aware of the risks and benefits ofwhere you set your line and how

you pace yourrelationships.

| Leader Note: Potential troubleshooting on the scale of physical intimacy and oral

sex: There may well be some discussion on whereoral sex falls on the scale, given the

trend among someyouthto thinkof it as no big deal. For all kinds of reasons, we place |

it next to or in tandem with intercourse. There are several tracks for engaging discussion

on this issueif it comes up. Oneis clearly health. Someteensfeel oral sex is a safe

alternative to genital intercourse. Point out that any STD a person can get from genital

sex, they can get from oral sex. Syphilis, for example, is on the rise due to oral sex,

and syphilitic sores in the mouth increases the risk for HIV infection. Millions of teens

becomeinfected with STDs, such as HIV, chlamydia, gonorrhea, syphilis, and herpes,

each year and oral sex is a route by which teens are becoming infected. Most teens who |

engagein oral sex are having, or within six months of having, intercourse."
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The University of California-San Francisco study of 9th and 10th graders who were

followed for two years, revealed that girls who engagedin oral sex were more likely

than boysto feel badly about themselves andto feel used. Boys were more likely to say

that it made them feel self-confident and popular."

Another avenue of discussion is within the emotional realm. Many adults consider oral

sex to be a deeperlevel of physical intimacy, if not even deeper than genital intercourse.

You might ask why it appears that girls are more likely to engage casually in giving

oral sex to guys than vice versa. Ask these provocative questions: Whohas the power?

Whocares about whose feelings? What doesa casualattitude about oral sex say about

emotionalsafety, one’s heart; about intimacy, givers and takers, and the bar of respect?

Trusted Adult Connection

   
(PP) Pass outthe Trusted Adult Connection —Intimacy & Sexual Trusted Adult Connection

Decisions, Resource 11c (pg. 273). * Connectionsthatulimac on2.32 01
your warkbookand thenthestory of Ebony.

* Togetherdiscuss the 6 dimensionsof intimacy

. . . . . and the story of Ebony.

Ask your trusted adult to read the six (6) connections that build intimacy on + Ask yourTA for their thoughts about the
benefits for Ebony by deciding to leave sex out

pg. 32 ofyour workbook. Then ask them to read the story ofEbony,pg. 32. ee

 

Together discuss the 6 dimensionsofintimacy andthe story of Ebony.

Then ask your TAfor their thoughts on the benefits for Ebony by deciding to leave sex out ofher

high schoolrelationships.

Ask him or her to sign and return for credit.
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Chart a Relationship

Usingthe six-part intimacy framework, ask teens to place an “X” somewhere between

0% (signifying not much connection) to 100% (very connected and on the same page) as

you read about each one.

AOR

PHYSICAL 0% I I ITIIIIIEL ELL PP LIL LLLP Pitter trait) 100% |

j
|
|

|

VERBAL 0% | II I I IEEEII 100% |

EMOTIONALA |

SOCIAL OMIIIIILITIILEL TPE LPL bbb bird ttre | 100%

|

SPIRITUAL 0% I I I I III III ETEIT TI TETIIITIIIEI III I 100%

|

COMMITMENT

Annie OMIFIIIITILIIT EPI ELL PP bib ii tib trad | 100%

C) OM TIIIIIITI ELE IL ELIE EL LLL EPL i db itrd it | 100%     
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Reflections

That’s a shame!
Hoonthestreet, skirt up to her butt

Selling herself for next month’srent...
Suddenly as I point my finger at her,

I notice thatthere are three, pointed back at me.
Andherlife, her life becomes a mirror

Reflecting the ever so blemished image of, me.
AndI’m forced to asked myself,

“Am anydifferent than she?”
Because as the truth is revealed, it becomesclear to me...

That I’m on the market too,

But you purchase my goodsthrougha different venue.
See, if you will tell methat I’m beautiful, Ill do anything!

Ill cook, I’ll clean andI'll even give you someif you ask meto.
BecauseI need to hear you say those words.

I need to hear yousayit!
Tell me that, I’m beautiful.

Evenif it’s just a schemeto get with me.
You see, cause my daddy nevertold me

And my momma,sheneverreally showed me, howtojust... be.
So I learned from the chicks on T.V.
Thatif you’re going to be what’s hot,

You gotta shake whatyou got, but you can’t stop there.
Because I remember when I was 13,

Big Sammietold methatif | wouldn’t give up thesex,
He’d just go to the next,

So I tried to convince him that I wasthebest!
I gave him myprecious diamond,
But after that, he treated it like coal.

He penetrated my body so deep,
That he punctured mysoul

And now the woundrunsdeep.
You see, cause my daddy neverreally told me

And my momma,she neverreally showed me, how tojust be!
So I learnedthatin order to be loved, you hadto do.

So I did...
Every man that would tell me those sweet wordsI longed to hear.

“You're beautiful.”
Now,after 3 kids later and anitch that the doctor saysis heretostay,

After countless encounters behind those magic words, “You're beautiful...”

I stand here on the street, beholding myself in theface of a prostitute,

Selling her body for change and I mysoulfor mere sayings.
I try to break away from myreflection, but in that truth I find liberty,

And I’m forced to go deeper andfinally I begin to see,
Thatthe love and affection J long to feel will only becomereal

As I continueinto that perfect law of liberty and begin to see God in me.
It is then and only thenthat I will becomefree,

From the bondage of those who never loved me.

—angela mallett—
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RESOURCE11c

Trusted Adult Connection—Intimacy 8: Sexual Decisions

Ask your trusted adult to read about the connections that build intimacy on pg. 32 of
your workbook. Then ask them to read the story of Ebony, pg. 32.

Together discuss these dimensions of intimacy and the story of Ebony.

TA: Please relay your thoughts on the benefits for Ebony of deciding to leave sex out of
her high schoolrelationships.
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